
Bespoke Office Planting







Benefits of Planting
Planting offers a number of benefits for
both employees and employers. By
improving air quality, reducing stress
levels, increasing productivity, enhancing
aesthetics, and improving employee
morale, plants can create a more positive
and productive work environment for
everyone.

Living plants aren’t always a practical
option for many workplaces due to low
low light levels, access to water and the
ongoing maintenance costs needed to
ensure these displays thrive. Our team
have the experience and expertise to
advise on the planting that is best suited
for your space.

We often create mixed landscapes using
live planting at ground level where access
for maintenance is easier and then artificial
planting for high level displays and darker
locations.



Ultra-realistic planting
The fake planting schemes we create are incredibly realistic giving you
all the visual benefits of live planting without the additional commitment
and costs of caring for live plants.

Gone are the days of faux foliage with papery plastic leaves and flowers
with lurid colour combinations. Artificial planting has moved on. Our
bespoke artificial planting schemes look so naturalistic that you might
find yourself checking that your new landscape doesn’t require watering.



Floor Standing & Table Top Planting
Displays that transform an office space without breaking the
budget. Our team are experts at creating these realistic displays
using a variety of architectural foliage and carefully selected
planters to complement the style of the workspace.

Define different workspaces and enhance privacy naturally with
bespoke planting displays within office storage units and furniture.
Cabinet toppers are an effective way to integrate planting into an
office layout, creating green avenues along walkways, whilst
discouraging the clutter of paperwork on top of furniture.

A low maintenance and versatile way to instantly create a more
inviting and relaxing work environment. These artificial displays
are immune to disease and pests such as the troublesome fungus
gnats that live schemes often attract.



High Level Planting
Elevate the appeal of your workspace with high-level artificial
planting. A popular choice for modern offices these unique
planting schemes can be created on ledges, fixed to beams,
facias and ceilings or suspended from rafts or hanging baskets.
Adding green interest where live planting wouldn’t thrive and
preserving valuable floorspace. These displays create a sense of
depth and dimension drawing the eye upwards and adding a
touch of drama to the interior design.

Unlike other landscapers we manage the whole process end to
end from the initial design concept to build and final installation
so that all aspects of your project are safe in our experienced
hands. Our skilled installation team is fully site compliant with all
necessary qualifications to work at height.



Moss Walls
The perfect way to transport the beauty and benefits of nature
into a space without the added commitment of maintenance.
These decorative walls are made from moss which has been
harvested sustainably and preserved with natural ingredients that
replace the water in the cell structure. They don’t need light or
water and are built to last for years.

As well as creating a real focal point in your work space they also
absorb sound which can be a real benefit for reducing noise in a
busy office.



Green Walls
Our bespoke green walls stand out from the rest because they look
so realistic. With a designated green walls designer our clients are
fully involved in the design process, working together to select the
highest quality foliage to fit the brief. From stylish single species walls
to lush tropical walls, we can even incorporate flowering elements.

We understand the importance of fire safety and can produce
inherently fire-resistant foliated panels with certification as needed.



Branded Walls

Showcase your branding in a unique and natural way. Moss and
green walls make an excellent background for company logo
signage. We work with a professional sign maker to produce
corporate branding which can attach to our walls.

Our visionary creatives can design innovative and trend-setting
moss wall art to enhance your space. We can also supply smaller
complete moss art pieces which are ready framed to make a big
impact where space or budget can be limited.



Trees
With over 30 years’ experience we have a skilled team of tree
builders that can create just about every type of tree you can think
of. With our bespoke service you can specify every aspect of the
tree including height, shape, canopy size, trunk style and foliage
density. We will work closely with you through every step of the
process from the initial design concept to build and installation.
These statement trees are long lasting, utterly realistic and unique.





Bespoke Artificial Planting Landscapes

Inspirational Planting
Benefit from decades of
knowledge and design expertise
in artificial and live planting. We
embrace variety to deliver
fabulous planting schemes on
time and on budget.
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